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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Ionospheric mapping and modeling relies on measured ionospheric

characteristics. The U.S. Air Force DISS (Digital Ionospheric Sounding

Systems) network of ionosondes provides real time electron density profiles
for the locations of the sounders. Valuable additional information can be

obtained for the ionospheric mid-points between two stations separated by

1000 to 3000 km by the use of oblique ionograms. Since the Digisonde 256

sounders used in the DISS network are capable to operate in the oblique
ionogram mode, the Phillips Laboratory initiated the DORIS (Digital Oblique

Remote Ionospheric Sensing) program in 1987 to establish the feasibility of

such an approach.

In a number of reports, the University of Massachusetts Lowell, Center for

Atmospheric Research (ULCAR) documented the system requirements, test

data, and results of oblique sounding between existing DISS modes
(Kuklinski et al., 1987). Operational implementation of the DORIS technique

relies on the development of software that automatically inverts the oblique

ionograms into mid-point electron density profiles. The inversion from

oblique ionogram to mid-point profile (DORIS inversion) consist of two major

sections of about equal difficulty: one, the autoscaling and identification of

the various echo traces, and two, the inversion of the trace into a
representative mid-point electron density profile. The autoscaling section
was described by Kuklinski et al., (1992). The present report describes an

innovative inversion technique.

During the period 30 April 1990 through 31 September 1992, ULCAR

implemented and tested a complete oblique ionogram autoscaling and

inversion algorithm using both synthetic and actual oblique ionogram data.

The DORIS program uses a three layer quasiparabolic model to represent the
midpoint electron density profile. The inversion process was formulated as

a two stage configurational optimization problem, that was solved using a
simulated annealing optimization technique. Results of this work were
reported in a paper (Reinisch et al., 1991) and presented at the AGARD

Conference in Turkey in October 1991. This paper is attached in Appendix



A to this report. Section 2 reviews some of the work reported earlier

(Kuklinski et al., 1988, 1989, 1990).

2.0 REVIEW OF OBLIQUE IONOGRAM NOISE SUPPRESSION AND
AUTOSCALING ALGORITHM

The automatic oblique ionogram noise suppression and scaling algorithms
use a scaled vertical ionogram, produced by the Digisonde ARTIST (Reinisch.

et al., 1989), to synthesize the echo traces that would be measured over the

oblique link if the midpoint ionosphere and the ionosphere at the

transmitter were identical. These synthesized oblique echo traces are used

by the subsequent noise suppression filter and the trace identification

algorithm.

The first operation performed on the received oblique ionogram is a

frequency redundancy noise suppression. A 100 kHz oblique ionogram is

generated from either 25 or 50 kHz sounding data by selecting the highest

signal-to-noise ratio channel from each set of four adjacent 25 kHz

soundings or two adjacent 50 kHz soundings. The effectiveness of this

technique is based on the fact that the interfering signals produced by
spurious radio transmitters are manifested as large amplitude signals at

every group path for a narrow frequency band; generally an interfering

transmitter appears at only one sounding frequency. Since the group path is

essentially constant, that is it changes less than the resolution of the

measurement technique (5 km), for several 25 or 50 kHz sounding

frequencies, the individual sounding frequency with the highest signal to

noise ratio within a predetermined frequency range can be used to

represent that entire range.

The subsequent noise suppression filter uses a minimum-mean-square

Wiener filtering technique. The preprocessed 100 kltz ionogram is modelled

as the sum of a noise/interference signal and a desired noise free oblique

ionogram. The filter is obtained by dividing the power spectral density of

the synthesized oblique echo traces by the sum of the power spectral

densities of the synthesized oblique echo traces and an estimate of the noise.

The noise estimate is calculated from the average of a large number of
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ionograms obtained with the receiver subsystem operating, but with the
transmitter off. The 2-D Fourier transform of the preprocessed 100 kttz
ionogram is multiplied by the resulting Wiener filter. The inverse 2-D

Fourier transform of the resulting product produces the potential oblique
echo trace segments. This process is outlined in Figure 1.

The synthesized oblique echo traces, derived from the ARTIST scaled
vertical data, are used to define regions of interest for subsequent
processing of the potential oblique echo traces. These regions of interest are
defined as all points within a fixed number of range bins and sampling
frequencies of the synthesized oblique echo traces. At present the allowable
variations were derived from the variances of an oblique ionogram data
base. Any data in the region of interest for a particular layer is considered
to be a potential part of the echo trace for that layer.

The echo trace segments in a particular region of interest are scaled using a
tracking algorithm. This algorithm takes and finds the best fit of a template
of the echo trace cross-section to an initial point on the echo trace segment.
To obtain the best fit, the template is translated and rotated about the initial
point. The results of the fitting process are the locations of the center,
leading and trailing edges of the echo trace. The algorithm uses these points
to determine the next point on the echo trace where the template fitting
procedure is repeated. The entire echo trace is tracked in this manner.

The leading edge points determined by the tracking algorithm are used to
determine the parameters of a three layer quasiparabolic electron density
profile model.

3



Oblique lonoaram: s(t,f) = n(t,f) + et(t,f)

et(t,f) ) S( tpf) ) Hm' et(t,f)

n(t,f)

Assumptions: n(t,f) Stationary Random Process of

Known PSD = Pn(t,")

et(t,f) Stationary Random Process of

Known PSD = Pet((')tg")

Pef (tjwf)

H(wtwf) =et

Pe tiwtjwf) + Pn ("twf)

A

Result: et(t,f) MMSE Estimate of et(t,f)

Figure 1. Two-Dimensional Wiener Filtering
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3.0 MODIFICATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS MADE TO INVERSION

ALGORITHM

The most significant modification of the previously proposed inversion

algorithm is the utilization of a simulated annealing optimization technique

to perform the inversion process. A major limitation of the previously

proposed inversion process, in particular for long ground range,, and
multiple layer data, was the numerical stability of the iterative Newton-

Raphson technique. An additional limitation of this technique wa", that
while, in principle, each layer could be described by more than one

quasiparabolic segment, no straight forward technique was available to

determine the optimum number of segments for any given scaled echo
trace. Typically the optimum will be a compromise between a single

quasiparabolic layer, which may not adequately describe the actual layer.

and a large number of quasiparabolic segments, which yield a numerically
unstable inversion problem. The formulation of the inversion problem as a
configurational optimization problem allowed a simulated annealing

technique that yielded the desired optimal representation of each layer, to

be used (Dyson and Bennett, 1988).

An additional change that was made to the inversion algorithm was the
inclusion of a two-stage inversion algorithm that iteratively adjusted the

quasiparabolic layer parameters to satisfy the observed propagation mode

extremes before the final simulated annealing optimization technique was

applied. The two-stage inversion algorithm was implemented by the

addition of an iterative procedure, outlined in Figure 2. This procedure

was applied in sequence to the E, Fl and F2 layers. For each layer an

estimate of the QP layer parameters were obtained from either a scaled
vertical end-point ionogram and/or an ionospheric model. These initial

estimates are labeled y,,), rh and f in the upper panel of
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Figure 2 which shows the iterative procedure for a single layer. In Figure 2,

fl is the MUF frequency, f2 the lowest frequency where a high ray
propagation mode was observed in the oblique ionogram and fl the lowest

frequency where a low ray propagation mode was observed in the oblique

ionogram. The procedure adjusted the critical frequency of the layer until
no ray reached the known ground range for any frequencies above the

observed MUF frequency, as seen in the upper panel of Figure 2: adjusted

the semithickness of the layer until at least one high-angle ray reached the

known ground range at the lowest observed high-angle ray sounding

frequency as seen in the middle panel of Figure 2; and adjusted the base

height of the layer until at least one low-angle ray reached the kncwn
ground range at the lowest observed low-angle ray sounding frequency, as

seen in the lower panel of Figure 2. This sequence of adjustments was

repeated until all three of the observed propagation mode extremes were

simultaneously satisfied. This initial "coarse" inversion process was tested

using the Wallops Island to Goose Bay oblique ionograms. In every case the
procedure rapidly converged to a quasiparabolic layer model that produced

group paths at all sounding frequencies that were within 50 km of the

actual group paths. The subsequent simulated annealing optimization

algorithm made "fine" adjustments in the layer parameters resulting in
electron density profiles with critical frequencies within 200 kHz of the

correct values and peak heights within 20 km of the correct values.

The simulated annealing optimization technique used an analogy between

the configurational optimization problem of interest and the cooling of a

thermodynamic system. The energy of a thermodynamic system that has

been slowly cooled is minimum, while a quickly cooled system typically

arrives at a higher final energy state. These are analogous to the desired

global minimum and a local minimum, respectively, of the given

configurational optimization problem. The simulated annealing technique

avoids the local minima produced by most iterative optimization techniques

that employ some type of gradient algorithm by allowing changes in
configuration that may increase the desired cost function for some fraction

of the iterations. The cost function that was minimized in the electron

density inversion problem was the total squared error between the

measured group path vs. sounding frequency data and the group path vs.
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sounding frequency data produced by the quasiparabolic model. The

configuration of the model consisted of the specific values of semithickness,

peak height and critical frequency for each layer.

4.0 RESULTS

The completed inversion algorithm was first tested using synthetic data
generated by the three layer quasiparabolic model analytic ray tracing

software developed during this project. A typical synthetic oblique
ionogram is seen in Figure 3. This ionogram was calculated for a ground
range of 2060 km, the length of the Goose Bay to Wallops Island link used

to produce actual oblique ionograms. The analytic ray tracing software

determined both one and two hop propagation modes and identified echo

trace points as either high or low ray modes. This identification is
important during the simulated annealing optimization process. Since a

complete QP electron density profile model for each layer allows
propagation modes, for a given sounding frequency and ground range, an

ambiguity can exist during the inversion process. By tugging each point on

the oblique ionogram, the ambiguity is removed and the inversion process

can be more efficient and accurate.

Using the echo trace points indicated with circular dots in Figure 3, the

inversion algorithm produced the profile seen in Figure 4. The electron
density used to generate the oblique ionogram and the electron density

produced by the inversion algorithm are essentially identical.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the application of the DORIS algorithms to real

data. Figure 5a shows a typical Goose Bay to Wallops Island oblique
ionogram. The ± symbols mark the autoscaled trace points. Figure 6

shows the midpoint electron density profile produced by the DORIS

inversion algorithm together with the mid-point electron density profile

determined from a simultaneous vertical ionogram recorded at the Maine

8
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OTH radar site. The electron density profile produced by the DORIS
inversion matches the actual electron density profile quite well near and
below the peaks of the FI and F2 layers. The deep "valleys" in the D)ORIS
profile result from the present limitation of one quasiparabolic segment
per layer. The difference in the critical frequencies between the measured
midpoint electron density profile and the DORIS profile occurred because
no high ray E layer points were detected by the scaling algorithm. All
scaled E layer points were from the region 10-20 km below the peak
height. Since no constraints were placed on the E layer critical frequency,
the optimization algorithm found that the best match to the observed low
ray E layer group path points was obtained using a quasiparabolic layer
with a critical frequency 200 Kllz greater than the actual E layer critical
frequency. The inclusion of a multisegment representation of each layer in
an advanced version of DORIS would have corrected this type of error.

5.0 STATUS OF EXISTING PROCESSING SOFTWARE

The present DORIS software package that produces midpoint electron
density profiles from oblique ionograms is written in Fortran. The noise
suppression and trace enhancement Wiener Filter algorithm and the echo
trace identification algorithm was implemented on an Apollo 3500 work
station. This algorithm requires a scaled end-point vertical ionogram and
noise power spectral density to process an oblique ionogram. The filtering
and trace identification takes approximately 50 seconds per oblique
ionogram on the Apollo platform. The inversion algorithm, also written in
Fortran, was implemented in a DOS environment on a PC 386. The
inversion algorithm consists of a main program and two subroutines: the
first is the three layer quasiparabolic ray tracing module and the second
computes the takeoff angle needed to satisfy a given group path and
sounding frequency point for a specified ground range. The source code
for these algorithms is available on floppy disk. Appendix B contains an

operator's manual for the DORIS inversion program. The inversion
software requires absolute group path vs. sounding frequency data labeled
as to which echo trace they are from and whether they are high or low ray
propagation modes, and a three layer quasiparabolic estimate of the
midpoint electron density profile. On a 386-based PC system the current

13



version of the inversion algorithm takes between 2 and 8 minutes to
determine the optimal midpoint electron density profile. We estimate a
total DORIS run time on a 386 PC of between 4 to 10 minutes, when the

autoscaling and profile inversion algorithms are combined.

6.0 CONCLUSION

The results of the activities conducted during the DORIS project have

produced a complete prototype software package for automatic scaling and
inversion of oblique ionograms. The system has been designed to utilize
any available information about the desired midpoint electron density
profile. Quantitative information derived from endpoint vertical

ionograms and/or ionospheric models is used in the scaling and inversion.
The noise cleaning and echo trace enhancement Wiener filtering method

produced good estimates of the echo traces present in all of the recorded

oblique ionograms. The conversion of the present off-line version of this
algorithm to an on-line PC based implementation would be the only

modification necessary in an operational system.

The simulated annealing optimization algorithm produces good estimates

of the actual midpoint electron density profiles if at least 3 to 5 points on

both the high and low rays of each echo trace are available. The time
required for the present inversion algorithm to determine a midpoint

electron density profile could be reduced if the annealing schedule portion

of the optimization algorithm was improved. If the control parameter
could be reduced at an optimal rate such that the algorithm would be

better able to recognize local minima during the optimization process and

produce the midpoint electron density profile faster. The general question
of how to determine an optimal annealing schedule is still an active
research topic and hence, the optimal annealing schedule for the oblique

inversion optimization method will require additional effort.

The present echo trace scaling algorithm is the portion of the total DORIS

processing program that limits overall performance. The regions of
interest around each echo trace that limit the extent of the search

algorithm often exclude portions of the echo trace of interest or they

14



contain more than one echo trace. A preliminary study of an alternative

method of trace identification based on an attributed relational graph

(ARG) representation of oblique ionograms has been conducted. This

method, which has been proposed for other machine vision tasks,

represents an oblique ionogram as a graph (Eshera and Fu, 1984). The

nodes of the graph represent the primitive elements of the oblique

ionogram, which in our work are a set of straight line segments. The

branches of the graph represent the spatial relationships between the

primitive elements. The oblique ionogram echo traces are found by first

filtering the raw oblique ionogram to enhance the regio-s that contain

potential echo trace straight line segments. The ARG representations of all

possible combinations of these potential echo trace segments are compared

with a reference ARG obtained from the endpoint electron density profile.

The echo trace for each layer is produced from the subset of all potential

echo trace segments that best matches the reference graph. The method

allows both the general structure and position of each echo trace and the

specific data, such as expected critical frequencies, to be used in trace

identification process. The refinement and implementation of this trace

identification method would produce a more robust automated oblique

ionogram scaling and profile inversion algorithm.
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THE NEW PORTABLE DIGISONDE
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SUMMARY application requires "nov,-casting" tor the
ionospheric propagation medium, i. e. current

A small low cost digital ionosonde, the Digisonde specification of the ionospheric region used by
Portable Sounder (DPS) has been developed the HF link. Automatic scaling of the %ertical
which uses 5001as. 109% duty factor, wide pulses and oblique ionograms in real time provides the
for vertical sounding and 8.5ms pulses for inputs for the now-casting.
oblique sounding. Intrapulse coding and pulse
compression techniques result in a 674 s Autoscaling of the vertical ionograms is achieved
resolution for both waveforms. A new with the ARTIST software (Reinisch and Iluang.
autoscaling technique for oblique ionograms 1983, Gamache et al., 1985) which is routinely
inverts the oblique echo traces into midpoint used in some forty Digisonde 256 sounders
electron density profiles that are modeled as a worldwide (Reinisch et al.. 1990). New autosc:.l-
sum of quasiparabolic layers. ing for oblique ionograms and inversion to mid-

point quasiparabolic electron density profiles is
1. INTRODUCTION described in Section 3 of this paper. Section 2

gives a brief description of the Digisonde
Reliable high frequency (HF) communication. Portable Sounder.
Over-the-Horizon radar tracking, and HF direc-
tion finding all depend on good real time 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DIGISONDE
knowledge of the ionosphere. In the last decade PORTABLE SOUNDER
modern digital ionosondes (Reinisch,1986) be-
came available that automatically analyze the Ground based HF observations of the ionosphere
vertical ionograms and provide, in real time, the rely on the accurate measurement of the follow-
vertical electron density profiles for the location ing observables:
of the sounder (Reinisch et al., 1990). For many
HF applications the ionosphere must be specified 1. frequency
in a large area and a network of ionosondes is 2. height/range (time delay)
required. The new Digisonde Portable Sounder 3. amplitude
(DPS) has been designed for optimal efficiency in 4. phase
such a network by providing the necessary 5. Doppler shift or spread (frequency disper-
hardware and software for both vertical and sion)
oblique (bistatic between DPS stations) sounding. 6. wave polarization (left or right hand)

7. angle of arrival
For vertical sounding the transmitter pulse
width is limited to about 500gs considering the All of these parameters are measured simulta-
pulse propagation time of 600gs for E region neously by the DPS and as many as five arc dis-
echoes. Intrapulse phase coding and pulse com- played at once in the various display modes
pression techniques provide a range resolution available. For instance, the Doppler lonog.ran in
of 67ias (or 10 kin). For quasi-vertical or histatic Figure I (Millstone Hill, 4 November 19() ]1

sounding the DPS transmits 8.Sms pulses at represents an echo at a given fre ou-nc% and
100% duty cycle with the same range resolution iht by its position in the displa\. lhe10 duty cycl wt ntherk same acrangely resotin amnlitude (in 2dB) is represented numrcrically
of 671±s. A DPS network can accurately map the by an optically weighted font, the Don2Cer shift
ionosphere if both vertical and oblique is represented by shades of color while the
ionograms are used to specify the electron polarization is represented by the color group.
density profiles at the locations of the sounders This paper shows a black/white printout tjing
as well as at their mid-points. Any successful IIF the letter X to indicate X-echoes ihe
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~: . . .Gaussian noise distribution which is actually a
-------- ----------------- ------------ best case), measuring Doppler spectra to I Ili

as aas .' e .~ ~samplitude accuracy requires over 20dB SNR, and
- .. - .. ~ *~ 5.L 5 ~~ ~ precision ranging by the do/df technique

---------------- requires better than 20dB SNR. Miaking a small
.3' a.. a.. ~a.~a.inexpensive portable soundler requires use of a

M; Rae 2 4! small low power transmitter which makes it
Ita Z" 25. .~ ' difficult to achieve the required SNR. However.

*I t Ittý II' 3*. 157. 357 Mare U 3M.
-. 33: . .sa 1-a 3' . 334. n'. ..a , 111
3" "*5'3 17. .s. sat. .2. U.. advanced digital signal processing techniques in

* . .3 M 1.s. 155. the DPS overcome this difficultv.

Physical Layout of the DPS

- -~ ....- The I)PS (Fig. 2) is a software implementation of
.~ the well proven measurement techniques used

* 5 by the Digisonde 256 sounder (Reinisch et at.
* i,, *,*.~' 1989) developed some ten years ago at the

ISISk~ ' ',~'. *,Universits' of Lowell Center for Atmospheric
...... --- .............. Research (ULCAR). Pulse compression tech-

* .,~ :s niques allow reduction of the transmitter peak
. ..pulse power from lOkWatt (for the Digisonde

256) to 500Watt.

--~~ ~ -------..... Figure 3 shows the dimensions and component

Ichassis is installed in a lightweight fiberglass7..... .... ... you... of th.DS.Te.inl.1..ac.ou ta l. . transport case which includes a shock mounted
19" rack. T'his unit by itself (with the addition of
a 24 volt battery and antennas) is ready to
make, scale and store automated measurements

..... ..... as oon as power is turned on. A typical instal-
1 lation would also include a kevboard and moni-

I *. ~ tor and two printtrs for real-time color or black
and white outputs of measurement data. The

ZEi operator can control the system either locally or
---- ---------- .1.... remotely (via a telephone modem).

.... - k Sie-nal Princessn

: As mentioned above, the requirement for a good
- -~5 b i SNR seems incompatible with a small.

-. . --, .lightweight, low-cost portable system, however
........ ......... by lengthening the transmitted pulse of a small
- -... .- low voltage solid state transmitter we can

transmit an amount of energy per pulse equal to
6 A~- ~ 3 . that transmitted by a high power pulse

Figure 1. Dicisonde Portable Sounder Vertical transmitter without having to provide
lonogram; Millstone Hill. Mlassachusetts components to handle the large voltages. The

iuomtia~ sald eain ege o te ad range resolution i S recovered by phase
F-tornatcsare idetiled byain tedletes of tnd F, and modulation using an optimized phase code. This

-haes elcrondniypoie i sdindicied by the ltesEadF n intrapulse modulation allows pulse compression
etter ectro. est rfl sidctdb h in the receiver to restore a 10k-m resolution to

)eitr T.separate the echoes from different ionospheric

Accurate measurement of all seven parameters. aCS h opese us ut oa
thefist dpcns riicll onth sgnl- acceptable degree, reproduce a simpleexcept th isdpnsciial ntesga- rectangular pulse (i.e. the spurious output of the

to-noise ratio (SNR ) of the received signal. pulse compression proces must not obscure
therefore vertical incidence ionospheric sounders other signals of interest ) and for monostatic
capable of acquiring high quality scientific data oeain(ooae rnmte n ecvr

h~i~ hiýinrcalv utli~d poAcru; plse the entire waveform must be transmitted before
transm-ittcr~s in thec 2 to 30kWatt range. For the first echo of interest is received. Therefore.
instance, Measuring phase to I degree accuracy frvria niec onigw eetda
requires a SNR better than 40dB t(assuming a frvria niec onigw eetda
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bit complemnentar\ (Golay. 1961) phase code pair multiplexed Doppler integration the system
modulated onto a 5334.sec pulse which provides contains an entire Doppler spectrum for each re-
12dB of SNR improvement upon pulse solvable range, each receive antenna, each fre-

compression. quency and each polarization measured, up to
8192 128-line complex spectra. The real-time

For bistatic operation such as oblique sounding pulse compression and Doppler processing is
or backscatter sounding, a 100% duty cycle CW performed in a digital signal processor embed-
(continuous wave) waveform can be used since ded within the system which is fast enough to
the transmission need not be extinguished prior allow it to keep up in real-time with the data ac-
to sampling data at the receiver. For this mode quisition. The pulse-to-pulse control offers the
of operation we have selected the 127 bit maxi- flexibility to optimize the multiplexing process
mal length sequence code (Sarwate and Pursley. for any of a number of different types of mea-
1980) which allows pulse compression with a surements. A few of these are:
21dB signal-to-noise ratio improvement while
only producing 0.9% spurious amplitude re- 1. Angle of arrival. Since the data on four
sponse at ranges (time delays) other than the spaced receiving antennas is acquired quasi-
true range. simultaneously, the signal phases measured

on each of the antennas can be used to
Added to the 12 or 21dB of pulse compression compute an angle of arrival for each range

gain is the SNR gain offered by the Doppler inte- and Doppler component of the received

gration process (also used in the Digisonde 256) signal.

which for 128 line Doppler spectra is 21dB. The
effect of all this signal processing is tremendous. 2. Pr-' Group Height. By observing the
For instance, compared to the 500Watt DPS -hange in phase of a signal as a function of

oblique waveform with its 42dB SNR ir-,rove- small changes in frequency (e.g. 10kHz), the
ment, a single pulse, non-integrating measure- altitude of a reflecting layer can be deter-
ment system would require SMWatts of mined with high accuracy. The limitation is
transmitter power to obtain an equivalent SNR. signal-to-noise ratio dependent, but accura-
Even a somewhat sophisticated system which Jies of 100's of meters are routinely achiev-

coherently integrates 8 pulses (any more than 8 able. The time history of the precise height
would require "Digisonde-like" Doppler process- can be measured by rcpeated soundings at a
ing due to Doppler induced phase changes over fixed frequency.

the integration period), would require a IMWatt
transmitter in order to be equivalent. 3. Identification of 0 or X Propagation Mode. By

simultaneously integrating all heights at both
Multiplexing polarizations, the detected echo is compared

in the two separate data buffers to determine
Using any of the above waveforms, the Digisonde which receive polarization produced a larger
Portable Sounder allows multiplexed Doppler response, therefore even elliptically polarized
integration of up to 64 separate combinations of signals can be declared 0 or X even though
frequencies. antennas (the system includes 4 some of the echo amplitude "leaks" into the
phase matched receiving antennas), and polar- wrong polarization channel.
izations (i.e. ordinary or extraordinary propaga-
tion modes, hereafter referred to as 0 and X). 4. High Doppler Resolution. Although high
This multiplexing is implemented by changing Doppler resolution could be achieved simply
the systems operating parameters from pulse- by slowing down the pulse repetition rate or
to-pulse. This essentially simultaneous mea- producing extremely large Doppler spectra
surement at multiple frequencies, antennas and (e.g. 4096 complex Doppler lines), both ap-
polarizations is accomplished by synchronizing proaches increase the time required to make
the computers data acquisition and signal pro- measurements. Since the ionosphere rarely
cessing so'ware to the transmitted waveform produces more than a few llertz of Doppler
through a i flrdware interrupt. The interrupt is shift the Doppler analysis of pulses transmit-
timed to o, ur just 250,isec prior to the occur- ted at a 200Hz rate (giving a Doppler range of
fence of :a tratnsmitted pulse. or coded waveform, -I00Hz) is usually inefficient. However. byrene o atr~nsittd uls, o cdedwaefom, simultaneously integrating 16 sounding
such that the frequency, antenna selection, gain, fieuenes, theD rang isought

polarizatioi:, or ,%aveforni can be changed in a frequencies. the Doppler range is brought

pre-compuied sequence. The switching of any or down to -611z, which can provide O.0094F1z
all-of' utlicsc pi uenctcr ,, accomplishe d itn y orc Doppler resolution rather than 1.511z. At theall of thesc p~tr~neners is accomplished in 22)5cc end of this multiplexed integration 16 Ire-
giving the yvstcni ample time (about 2 0 0(.±sec) to quency steps have been meaisured and are

':I be ) 11,1111111tit t tlni . A\It the end of the read)' for display. This high Doppler resolu-

tion swept frequency ionogram is performed
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16 times faster than would be possible with a The oblique ionogram data stored for midpoint
conventional non-multiplexed mode of op- measurements is a 16 line Doppler spectrum at
eration. each of 256 heights (time delays) providing '•6

dB of dynamic range in 0.375dB steps. This data
Automatic Sequencing is stored on a disk file and on a tape cartridge

and the midpoint profile processing can proceed.
An operator who is only casually familiar with
the inner workings of a DPS sounder can easily
compose some very complex measurement se- 3. ADAPTIVE OBLIQUE IONOGRAM
quences by selecting programmed measurement SCALING AND PROFILE INVERSION
parameters from an interactive screen. The pa-
rameters presented on the screen specify fre- We have developed an adaptive set of robus.t
quency range, frequency resolution, multiplexing algorithms to automatically scale and invert
parameters, height resolution, Doppler range and oblique ionograms. These algorithms utilize one
resolution, data storage formats and automati- or both scaled end point vertical ionograms to
cally schedule unmanned operation Since there estimate the oblique iooogram. This estimate.
arc up to 8,192 Doppler spectra in memory at which is used by subsequent filtering and trace
the end of a coherent integration, and typically identification algorithms, is updated whenever
less than 1% is useful data at the end of a the vertical ionograms change.
coherent integration, data storage formats allow
the user to specify criteria for reducing the Algorithm Development
amount of data stored:

The automatic oblique ionogram scaling algo-
a. selection of I maximum amplitude in each rithm uses a tracking algorithm (Sun, 1989) to

Doppler spectrum per height measured, determine the leading edge points of each echo
b. storage of spectra from of a limited number trace. These scaled leading edge points are used

of heights around the leading edge of a layer. directly to calculate a midpoint electron density.
c. storage of a limited number of Doppler lines The direct inversion process, assumes each iono-

around zero for each height measured. spheric layer can be modeled with a quasi-
d. or storage of everything available (i.e., a parabolic electron density profile. This inversion

scattering function which is all Doppler lines technique requires the absolute group path
at all ranges measured). information that is provided by the synchroniized

operation of two Digisondes. The tracking
The program and schedule settings selected by algorithm uses the scaled vertical ionogram,
the user (either remotely or locally) during an produced in the end point Digisonde, to
interactive editing session are stored in a hard synthesize the echo traces that would be

disk file and become the new default settings the measured over the oblique link if the midpoint
next time the system is turned on. ionosphere and the ionosphere at the transmitter

were identical. While the overhead and midpoint
Oblique Sounding ionospheres are typically not equal, they are

similar enough to provide an excellent starting
Before addressing the use of oblique sounding point from which any differences between the
data for the characterization of the ionosphere at ionosphere at these two locations can be
the midpoint, we will describe this operating aeterminea. tnese synthesized oblique echo
mode. In addition to the CW waveform, the DPS traces are also used in a noise suppression filter
has optimized oblique channel measurements by and subsequent trace identification algorithm.
providing precision timing, a highly stable fre- The utilization of these real-time synthesized
quency source and automatic synchronization oblique echo traces produces an adaptive
with distant transmitters. All timing waveforms algorithm whose performance is superior to a
are generated from a counter chain which can be non-adaptive approach.
driven by a Rubidium frequency standard. The
counter chain can be synchronized to an Freguency Redundancy Filter
"external" I PPS (pulse per second) timing refer-
ence (typically GPS. GOES satellite clock, or The first operation performed on the received
LORAN) and will maintain synchronization to oblique ionogram is a frequency redundancy
l uisec accuracy. The internal timing signals can noise suppression. A 100kilz oblique ionogram.
be offset by a pre-determined amount (i.e. a which has sufficient resolution for calculating the
menu parameter) up to 0.5 seconds to conpen- equivalent midpoint electron density profile. is
sate for propagation time delays. Therefore. generated from either 25 or 50kHz sounding
each transmitted pulse occurs just as the data by selecting the highest signal-to-noise
receiving system expects it. ratio channel from each set of four adjacent 25

kHz soundings or two adjacent 50kHz soundings.
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Noise SuVpre,sion Wiener Filter Midpoint Profile Modeline

The subsequent noise suppression filter uses an Our technique assumes that the ionosphere at
adaptive minimum-mean-square Wiener the midpoint can be modeled by one or more
filtering technique (Andrews and Hunt, 1969, quasiparabolic (QP) segments (Dyson and
Kuklinski et al.. 1990). The 100kHz oblique Bennett, 1988). In principle, the parameters that
ionogram is modeled as the sum of a define a single QP layer can be calculated from
noise/interference signal and the desired noise any three pairs of group path vs. sounding
free oblique autotraces. The Wiener filter is frequency data since the ground range between
produced by dividing the power spectral density transmitter and receiver is known. In practice
of the synthesized oblique echo traces by the however, the numerical sensitivity of the
sum of the power spectral densities of the equations that relate the group path arid ground
synthesized oblique echo traces and an estimate range of a ray to the take-off angle and QP layer
of the noise power spectral density as shown in parameters, causes these three point solutions to
equation (I be unstable. The tracking algorithm utilized here

has the flexibility to produce the required
Pet( (t.0f) number of scaled leading points for a

H ( o~. of = (i) numerically stable inversion.

Pet(( t.O-f) + Pa wt,wf) The inversion algorithm uses a simulated
annealing optimization method to determine the

The noise power spectral density was calculated QP electron density profile (Croft and Hoogasian,
from ionograms recorded while the transmitter 1968) for each layer. The QP layer is defined as
was off. using a two-dimensional periodogram
technique. Typical results are shown in Figure 4. [ rr(r-rN . .2. (rb_ m
The upper panel is a representative 100kHz N lI r r r
oblique ionogram with the corresponding filtered NC= m Y rb < r <r.

ionogram in the lower panel. 0 elsewhere

The synthesized oblique echo traces, derived where Ne= electron density, r = radial distance
from the end point ionograms, are also used to from earth center, rb = radial distance to the
define regions of interest for subsequent bottom of the layer, rm = radial distance of
processing. These regions of interest, as shown maximum electron density, Nm = maximum
in the upper panel of Figure 5, are defined as allpoins w thi a s eciied num er o gr up ath electron density, and Ym the layer sem ithickness.points within a specified number of group path
range bins and sounding frequencies of therang bis ad sondig fequecie ofthe The E layer QP parameters are determined from
synthesized oblique echo traces. At present the the e lay e Q c parm ter s ar E fr
allowable variations were derived from the athe scaled oblique E echo points. This QP E layer
variances of an oblique ionogram data base. Any determine the Fd layer QP parameters and, if an
echoes in the region of interest for a particular F2 trace is present, the E and Fr laver QP pa-
layer is considered to be part of the echo trace
for that laver. rameters and the scaled oblique F2 echo points

"are used to determine the F2 layer QP

The tracking algorithm determines, at a given parameters.

sounding frequency, where the echo trace most The multilayer QP model produces the following
closely matches an assumed template of echo analTtical relationships for the group path. P'.
trace amplitudes. To obtain this optimal location, and the ground range. D, of a ray in terms of
the template is translated and rotated about an takeoff angle, sounding frequency, and layer
initial estimate. The mean square difference tak angles o
between the actual echo trace amplitudes and parameters.
the template is used by two sequential gradient
searches. cne for translation and one for rotation, D = gli( rmi, ymi. Nmi, Pf) (2)
to determine the optimal location. The results of P' = • g ymi, Nmi, I,f) (3)
this local search process are the locations of the

center, leading and trailing edges of the echo
trace. The algorithm uses this information to where i is the layer index, 03 is the ray takeoff
estimate the group path of the echo trace at the angle, and f is the sounding frequency.
next sounding frequency to be processed. The
template matching procedure is repeated until
the entire echo trace is scaled in this manner.
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Figure 4. 100kHz Oblique lonogram Produced via the Frequency Redundancy Technique (Upper).
Resulting 100ktiz Oblique lonogram After Processing through the Modified Wiener Trace
Enhancement Algorithm and the Noise Suppression Technique (Lower). Goose Bay. Labrador
to Millstone Hill, Massachusetts; April 5, 1988, 1908 UT.

yw: 88~ : 0M Ti~m : 18:S9:05

Figure 5. End Point Synthesized Oblique lonogram via Secant Law (Lower). Region of Interest
Calculated from the E and F Layers of the Corresponding Vertical lonogram (Upper). G oose
Bay, Labrador to Millstone Hlill, Massachusetts; April 5, 1988. 1859 UT.
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The simulated annealing optimization technique scaling profile inversion of the vertical iono-
we use to determine the QP electron density grams has become a routinely applied technique,
profile has been applied to solve many large the automatic scaling of oblique ionograms in
scale combinational optimization problems (van terms of quasiparabolic midpoint profiles is still
Laarhoven and Aarts, 1988). In these optimiza- at an experimental stage.
tion problems an objective function that depends
on the configuration of a large set of system pa- Acknowledgement
rameters is minimized. In the QP electron
density profile inversion problem, the system is This research was in part (autoscaling of oblique
the collection of quasiparabolic segments used to ionograms) supported by Air Force Coniract No.
model the midpoint ionosphere. The objective F19628-90-K-0029 under the "DORIS" subline
function used in the electron density inversion is item.
the sum of the squared differences between the
group paths calculated from the QP model and
those ohtained from the scaled oblique lono- 5. REFERENCES
grams.
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DISCUSSION

C. GOUTELARD
Votre communication est ires mieressante et eile m'a passionne au point de vous pos deux questions.

Vous signalez que 1a puissance 6quivalente en impulsion de voire systbme est de 8MW. U1 me semble cependant que
vous effectuez un trailement posl-coffelation par transformee de Fourier. !1 faudtait tenir compte d'un traiemeni
similaire dans le cas du systime unpulsionnel. De plus en t666ftiection o4 la foncbon d'ambiguitt du signal doit Eire
pnse en compte les codes conlnus se trouvenl p~nalists. Pouvez-vous faire un commentazre?

Ma deuxibme question porte sur le modtle que vous utilisez pour I'ionosphre. un modble b trois couches quasi
paraholiques. Cela permet de mener des calculs analytiques. Nous utilisons un modble proche de celui de Brddley
Dudeney avec 2 couches quasi paraboliques et I couche quasi lindaire. Nous menons comme vous des calculs
analytiques - par exemple avec des 6quations de Lagrange - pour modtliser la propagation. Quel esi votre avis sur
F'oppornunite d'utiliser l'un des modeles plut6t que l'auite?

Your paper is very interesting and it impressed me so much that I should like to ask you two questioas:

You state that the equivalent pulse power of your system is 8MW. It seems to me however. that you carry out post-
correlation processing using a Fourier transform. Similar processing would need to be allowed for in the pulsed
system. What is nmre, the continuous codes are penalised in renwie sensing, where allowance needs to be madc for
the ambiguity function of the signal. Would you care to comment ?

My second question concerns the model which you use for the ionosphere, a model with three quasi parabolic layers.
This enables one to make analytical calculations. We use a model similar to the one produced by Bradley Dudeney
with 2 quasi parabolic layers and I quasi linear layer. Like you. we make analytical calculations - using Lagrange
equations for example - to model propagation. What do you think is the advisability of using one model rather than
the other ?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. For oblique sounding we use the 127 bit maximal length sequence code providing 21 dB SIN improvement. Another 2)
dB SIN gain is obtained by the 128 point Doppler integration. 42 dB over .500 W corresponds to 8 MW of a single pulse no-
integration system. Without spectral integration (like in the Digisonde) one should not phase-coherently integrate more than
8 pulses (to avoid loss of Doppler shoied echoes). This requires I MW for the same S/N radio.
2. The Bradley-Dudeney profile may have an advantage over the 3 parabola model in that it has Less harsh dircontinuities
between the layers. We prefer the parabolic model since it can be made completely smooth (continuous first derivative) by
adding two inverted paraboLas between the Layer parabouas. Fast analytical ray tracing through parabolic setcfons of the
ionosphere exists. Stability of the inversion solutions is good for our technique, I do not know what it would be for the B-D
profile.

E. SCHWEICHER
1. Did you use a Barker code or some other pseudo-stochastic code?
2. Did you perform )our pulse compression by softiware or by hardware?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. A complementary 8 bit code is used for vertical sounding in a 'moderate' ionosphere. The Barker code is used in a high-
Doppler (polar cap) ionosphere.
2. Software pulse compression.
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APPENDIX B

Operator's Manual for DORIS Profile Inversion
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS LOWELL
CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

450 Aiken Street

Lowell, MA 01854

OPERATOR'S MANUAL FOR DORIS PROFILE INVERSION

April 1992
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Running the DORIS profile inversion software requires, as a minimum, the
following PC system:

Central Processing Unit: Intel 80386 or higher
Math Co-Processor: Intel 80387 or higher
Memory Size: 640 kb or larger
Hard Disk with at least 4 free Mb
Video Adapter: Color Graphics with VGA Mode
Monitor: NEC Multisync

or equivalent
Operating System: DOS 3.0 or higher

The ULCAR supplied ADEP (ARTIST Data Editing and Printing) system
fulfills this requirement.

To use the off-line DORIS SOFTWARE, do the following:

Go to the DORIS directory on the 'C' drive by typing after the prompt:

C:\ <ax>
CD DORIS.

At this point, if you type DIR, you will get a listing of all the files in this
DIRECTORY. The executable files have the extension .EXE. There are 3
executable files: GENSYJN.EXE, OBLINVR.EXE and PLOTSYN.EXE.

The OBL-INVR program produces mid-point electron density profiles from
scaled oblique ionograms. To run this program type after the prompt:

OBLINVR

then you will be prompted to input the scaled trace data file. A sample of
this file is named SCLDATA. Type SCLDATA.

The inversion algorithm requires at least 2 scaled points for each mode
(high ray and low ray) of each layer E, Fl, F2. resulting in 12 as the
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modes/layer) (3 layers). The first line of this file is the number of scaled
points. The subsequent lines are the scaled points. The first column is the
sounding frequency. The second column is the absolute group path. The
third column is either:

I for low ray E
- I for high ray E
2 for low ray F1

-2 for high ray F1
3 for low ray F2

-3 for high ray F2

A listing of this file is enclosed.

The program will then prompt you for the output file name. Type after
the prompt the file name. Type (in this case the output is demo 1) DEMO 1.

Then enter the ground range for oblique data. The ground range for the
sample data is 2060.00 km.

Type 2060.00

Finally, you will be prompted to input the data file containing the mid-
point quasiparabolic electron density estimate. A sample file is provided
called EDPO0.INT.

Type edp0l.int

The edpOl.int has 3 columns and 3 rows. The first column corresponds to
the E-layer data. The second column corresponds to the F1 layer data. The
third corresponds to the F2 layer data. On the other hand the first row is
the critical frequency. The second row is the semi-thickness and the third
row is the base height.
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Before the program proceeds, it will give you a chance to change
parameters listed in the electron density file (in this case the sampie file

EDPO1).

Type 0 for no change and I to change the parameters. To change the F2
layer, type 1. After the prompt, type the new parameters. The program is
now running. It finds the updated quasiparabolic model for the E layer. F1
layer and F2 layer. The results are dumped to the screen. Also 8 files are
generated. These files are: DEMOl.ed0 and DEMO1.iO0 containing the mid-
point electron density profile and the group path of the sounding
frequencies for the initial input.

DEMO1.edl and DEM01.iOl contain the mid-point edp and group paths at
the indicated sounding frequencies after E layer inversion. DEMO2.ed2 and
DEMOI.iO2 contain corresponding data after E and F1 layer inversion.
DEMOl.ed3 and DEMOl.iO3 contain the corresponding data after E, F1 and
F2 layer inversion.

Another executable file is gensyn.EXE. This program produces an oblique
ionogram from a three layer quasiparabolic electron density profile file
specified by the user. The ground range and frequency limits of the
oblique ionogram are also selectable by the user.

To run this program, type gensyn after the prompt. You will be prompted
the input the desired ground range. Type 2060.00, then you will be asked
to input the mid-point electron density data file. Type DEMOl.ed3 (note
that this file contains the optimal mid-point E, Fl and F2 layers).

The program will give you a chance to change the input parameter. Type 0
for no, I for yes. It will also give you a chance to change the frequency
range data.

Then it will ask for the output file name, Type Sample.

The third executable field is plotsyn.EXE. This program plos both
synthetic oblique ionograms and scaled oblique ionogram files.
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To run this program type after the prompt plotsyn.

It will ask you to input the power threshold, type 0.0. Then it will prompt
you to input the name of the file to be displayed type, Sample (output of
gensyn program).

The program will display the starting frequency and the ending frequency
and will ask you if you want to uqe these values. Enter I for yes and 0 for
no. Type 1 and then it will ask you if you like to plot scaled points. Enter
1 for yes and 0 for no. Type 1.

Finally, the program will ask you if you would like to plot inversion data,
type I for yes and 0 for no. Type 0.

Remark: The request for inversion data requires an ionogram inversion
file such as DEMOl.iO*.

Then an ionogram is produced. The horizontal axis is the frequency axis
and the vertical axis is the ground range axis. The ground range axis has
values between 2,000 km and 3.300 km. The horizontal axis is shown in 1
MHz steps.

The E layer is plotted in dark blue, 1 hop, and light blue 2 hop. The F1
layer light and dark red for 1 and 2 hop respectively. The F2 layer is
green with the same light and dark I and 2 hop tagging.
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L:\)d:

D:\DORIS)ddir
DDIE for DOS 4.6 and 5.8, ID. F. kitrosseT, 192

Volume in drive D is fS-RANDRIVE

Directory of D:\DORIS

* (DIR) 84-14-92 8:26a 3 PLOTSYK LICE 58882 85-03-91 2:13P

(DIR) 04-14-92 8:26a 3 PLOTSYh FOR 5303 e$-03-91 2:1 3p

DENG1 38515 94-13-92 2:52p 3 OPSUIIL FOR 9142 86-26-91 4:44p
DORIS DOC 3250 84-13-92 18:19a 3 OPSUPHL 083 1538 6"7-23-91 4:lbp

EDPB1 IKT 99 84-89-92 19:29a 3 ROOT EDI 99 84-19-92 9:37%

GEKED' FOR 1731 64-89-92 lb:9Ba 3 ROOT ED? 99 04-1i-92 9:37a

GENSYN EXE 45832 64-13-92 9:38a 3 ROOT ED3 99 @4-1w-92 9:37a

GENSMM FOR 4524 94-13-92 9:37a I ROOT 109 520 04-11-92 Mi37a

GENSYN ON 6476 84-13-92 9:36a 3 ROOT 101 526 64-11-92 9t3la

HOKE FOR 2354 94-67-92 2: 45p 3 ROOT 102 584 04-19-92 9:37a

HOKE 013 3536 84-67-92 2:45p 3 ROOT 103 584 84-18-92 9:37d

OBL INY EXE 56728 94-18-92 9:47a 3 SCLDATA 584 87-22-91 3:24p

ODL IHVR FOR 13847 84-10-92 9:46a 3 SYTEST 47525 04-13-92 i8:92a

OIL INVR OBJ 16742 84-10-92 9:47a 3
Above display 324873 bytes in use 27 file(s) 594944 bytes free

D: \DORI S) obIJ nvW
input scaled trace data file

scldata
input name of output files

demol
input ground range for oblique data

2858.69
input midpoint electron density estimate data file

edpfl.int
present qp model

E ic E rb E ym
F1fc FI rb F2 ye
F2 fc Fl rb F2 ye

4.908 9.98 2e.@8

L.88 12e.88 79.82
1e.58 216.96 16e.08

do you want to change E layer yes=l no:8

8

do you want to change F1 layer yes=l no=6

6do you want to change F2 layer yes~l no=B

input F2 Ic F2 rb , F2 ye
19.2.219.9, 16B.8
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Of 18 scaled points the initial estimate matted 15
With ain average ssuared E group path ermo of IV-.454

an average souared F1 group path error of 145.315
an average squared F2 group path error of 34.327

qp isoel upoated during E layer processing
Efe FIfc F2 fe
E ym F1 y F2ye
E rb F1 rb F2 rb

4.85 LIM 16.30
19.14 71.1 168.N
93.57 12.U 216.1

Of 18 scaled points the current estimate matched 15
With an average squared E group path error of L.1w

an average squared F1 group path ermor of 177.469

an average squared F2 group path error of 34. MA
qp model updated during E layer processing
Efc FI ft F2 ic
E ya F1 y F2 yu
E rb Fl b F2 rb

4.16 C.1 1.38
18.55 76.A 168.N
97.97 128.N8 210.96

Of 18 scaled points the current estimate matched 16
With ar average squared E group path error of 7.89

an average souared FI group path error of 145.239
an average squared F2 group path error of 34.546

qp model after E layer processing
E fc FI ft F2 fc
E ym Fl ye F2 ye

E rb FI rb F2 rb
4.16 .68 16.36

12.55 7e.9M 16E.99
97.67 12E.98 216.98

qp mooel updated during Fl layer processing
Efe F1 ft F2 ft
E y P FI yo F2 ye
E rb F1 rb F2 rb

4.19 S.94 18.38
1H.55 67.34 168.98
97.87 121.55 218.98

Of 18 scaled points the current estimate matched 17
With an average squared E group path error of 7.820

an average squared Fl group path error of 183.374
ar average squared F2 group path error of 34.938

qp model updated during F1 layer processing
E fc F1 ft F2 fc
Eye F1 y FP2 ye
Ert F1 rb F2 rb

4.1e ý.73 16.3f
16.5 66.36 168.88
57.87 1l. 31 216.98
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Of It scaled points the current estimate matMed 1i
Witrh &r aveTate s4uam group path erroy of .8.9

an average squared F1 group path error of 19.398
in average squared F2 group pith error of 37.452

qp model updated during Fl layer processing
E fc F1 ic F2 fc
E vY FI ym F2 yo
E rb F1 rb F2 rb

4.11 5.66 11.38
16.55 5i7.71 15.9
97.87 125.65 216.A

Of 16 scaled points the current estimate matched 16
With an average squared E group path error of 7.826

an average squired FI group path error of 9.761
an average squared F2 group path error of 38.387

qp model updated during Fl layer processing
Etc Fl fc F2 fc
E ye FI ye F2 yo
E rb Fl rb F2 rb

4.11 5.63 16.31
18.55 f5.89 16."
97.97 127.47 218.96

Of 18 scaled points the current estimate matched 16
With an average squared E group path error of 7.828

an average squared F1 group path error of 9.271
an average squared FE group path error of 39.172

qp model updated during FI layer processing
E tc F1 fc F2 fc
E ym F1 ym F2 ym
E rb FI rb F2 rb

4.10 5.72 18.39
18.55 £.14 160.96
97.07 138.63 218.98

Of 18 scaled points the current estimate matched 18
With an average squared E group path error of 7.620

an average squared F1 group path error of 7.554
an average squared F2 group path error of 3E.540

qp model updated during fl layer processing
Efc Fl fc FE2 c
E ym F1 ye F2 ye
E rb F1 rb F2 rb

4.19 5.76 19.39
1L.5S 67.51 10ie.e
57.97 133.71 21E.88

Of 16 scaled points the current estimate matched 16
With an average squared E group path error of 7.620

an average squared FI group path error of C.916
an average squared F2 croup path error of 38.586

qp model updated during F1 layer processin;
E fc Fl fc F2 fc
E ya FI ye F2 ye
E rt FI rb F2 rb

4.19 5.73 18.38
18.55 69.23 168.9e
S7.97 13e.97 21E.9e
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Of 18 ealed points the curm t estimate matched 18
Vitt. aT, average sruaed E irwmp path error of 7.820

in average squaret F1 pap path error of 6.915
an average squared F2 omup path error of 39.04

qp model upoated during F1 layer, procesnh
Efc it fc F2 fc
Eye F1 ye F2 ye
E rb F1 rb F2 rb

4.16 ti.U 14.36
16.55 6£.51 1684.
97.87 134.86 216.0

Of 18 scaled points the current estimate matched 18
With an average squared E ig p path error of 7.832

an average squared FI Imp path error of 6.534
an average squired FE gromp path error of 36.316

qp oadel uzpdated during Fl layer processing
Eft FI fc F2 tc
Eym FI y F2 ye
E rb FI rb Fa A

4.16 5.74 18.38
1•.55 68.87 168.6
97.87 133.96 ?18.84

Of 16 scaled points the current estimate matched 18
With an average squared E gup path error of 7.826

at average squared Fl group path error of 5.419
an average squared FQ group path error of 38.6b4

qp model after E and F1 layer processing
Efc F1 fc F2 ic
E ye FI ye F2 ye
E tb FI rb F2 rb

4.18 5.74 le.38
18.55 68.8) 1689.
97.97 133.56 216.96

qp model updated durin; F2 layer procesing
Efe F Ifc F2 fc
E ym FI yu F2 ym
E rb FI rb F?2 A

4.1 5.74 18.16
1M.55 U.87 166.91
57.67 133.96 HS5.IF

Of 1t scaled points the current estimate matched 18
With in average squared E group path error of 7.862

an averarn squared F1 group path error of 5.419
an average squared F2 group path error of 19.386

qp model updated during F? layer procesing
Efc F1 Ic FR fc
E Ys Fi ye Fa ye
E rb Fl rb F2 rb

4.19 5.74 19.65
I1.55 66.87 I11.7,
97.87 1123.90 214.96
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Of 16 scaled points the current estimate matched 18

Uith ain average squared E group path error of 7.820

an average squared Fl group path errr of 5.419

at average squared F2 group path error of 18.912

qp model updated during F2 layer procesinl

Efe F1 fe F2 fe
E ya Fl ye F2 ya

E rb F1 rb F2 rb

4.19 5.74 16.66
18.55 6.87 165.62
37.67 133.98 218.44

Of 1H scaled points the current estimate matched 18

With an average squared E group path error of 7.828

an average squared FI group path error of 5.419

an average squared F2 group path error of 6. 658

qp model updated during F2 layer procesing
Efc rF fc F2 fc
E ye Fl ye F2 m
E rb Fl rb F2 rb

4.16 5.74 18.87
18.55 £8.87 172.26
97.67 133.96 2@9.43

Of 18 scaled points the current estimate matched 18

With an average squared E group path error of 7.826

an average squared Fl group path error of 5.419

an average squared F2 group path error of 7.662

qp model updated during F2 layer procesing
Efc Fl Ic F2 fc
E ym Fl ye F2 ye
E rb F1 rb F2 rb

4.16 5.74 16.13
18.55 68.67 169.56
97.67 133.98 213.58

Of 18 scaled points the current estimate matched 18

With an average squared E group path error of 7.828

an average squared FI group path error of 5.419

an average squared F2 group path error of C.674

qp model after E F1 and F2 layer processing
Efc Fl fc F2 ic
E ye F1 ye F2 ye

E rb Fl rb F2 rb
4.16 5.74 18.13

18.55 68.87 169.58
57.87 133.98 213.58
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inout isired ground range
2M.1
input l16puint electron amisty data file

demol.e13
resent qp model

Efc E rb E ,e

Fifi Fl rb F2 ye

F2 fc Fl rb F2 ym

4.16 97.g7 18.55
5.74 133.98 U.87

16.13 213.56 169.56
do youma mant to change E layer yesal no4

do you mant to change Fl laye? yeszl W4

do you savt to change F2 layer yes--l no.

present frequency range data fo,dltf, fuai
5.96 .190 eo.Im

do you rant to change these values yes:l no.6

generating oblique ionogram
1..66BB66MBN M 1. 6I9K 1491161E-M1 26 flg006090100696

input same of output file

sample

D:\DORIS)
D,:\DORIS) plotsynn
input poWe? threshold
E.0

input name of file to be displayed

sampip
4.106966 5o.74"669 it.136009

U.558888 68.67M 169.5•W6e

57.676066 133.996600 213.5-00

fain r 5.0909091may -- 28.0000
do you want to use these values lzyes vzno

I
do you want to plot scaled points 1yes *-nO
I

input name o' scaled point file

scloata
dc you want to plot inversion data 1:yes 6:no

6
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